
Honors English 11 

Reading Calendar 2014 

 

Jumpstart Unit: Reading     
The Grapes of Wrath 

 
“It has always seemed strange to me... the things we admire in men, 
kindness and generosity, openness, honesty, understanding and feeling, 
are the concomitants of failure in our system. And those traits we detest, 
sharpness, greed, acquisitiveness, meanness, egotism and self-interest, 
are the traits of success. And while men admire the quality of the first 
they love the produce of the second.” 

 
-John Steinbeck 

 
As we learned during freshmen year, the myth stories that a culture tells itself are oftentimes a 
reflection of certain cultural values; in other words, these are the stories that a culture tells itself about 

itself.  Like that of the ancient Greeks, American culture in the 20th  century is ripe with stories 
about hardship, struggle, class division, community, and hope, that all work to create a vivid portrait 
of something we can think of as “American-ness.”   One such story is John Steinbeck’s 1939 novel, 
The Grapes of Wrath. 

 
As our first unit, we will quickly move through a discussion of the novel, focusing on how the author 
represents his characters, and the institutions of power that shape their lives.  We will also hear 
from two literary critics who have differing opinions on how the novel deals with the role of faith and 
religious freedom.  Working with these articles, we will compare our own thinking and debate the 
merits of each writer’s stance.  Finally, we will write an ACT-style impromptu essay that takes a stand 
on a particular issue and supports our claim with specific moments from the text. 

 
As our introductory unit, please make sure you keep up with our class work and see me with any 
questions or concerns. Let’s begin! 

 
Date Day Work due at Start of Class Work done in Class 

9/2 Tu -Enthusiasm for your own 
education! 

-Course overview 
-Class Introduction 
-Summer reading due to Turnitin.com by 
11:59pm tonight! 
-Brief review: social realism & naturalism 

9/3 W -Review plot, major characters 
from Grapes of Wrath 

-Quick Review: How to write an 
impromptu 
-Time to write impromptu (40 min) 

-Small group / whole group introduction 
of summer reading work 

9/4 Th  -Sm group / whole group discussion of 
summer reading assignment 
-If time: T4  “ Battle  Hymn of the  
Republic ”  

9/5 F  -Debrief impromptu work 
-Institutions of Power group work 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=diRmXjXW9T8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=diRmXjXW9T8
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Battle_Hymn_of_the_Republic
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Battle_Hymn_of_the_Republic


 

9/6 M  -Share out group work 
-Intro homework, summary writing tips 

9/9 Tu -Read and respond to Shockley, 
 “ Christian Symbolism in the 
Grapes of Wrath”  
-250 summary & 250 response to 
turnitin.com by 11:59pm 

-Finish share out if not done 
-Discuss Shockley’s claims, evidence, 
essay structure 

9/10 W -Read and annotate Carlson, 
 “ Rebuttal ”  

-Discuss Carlson’s claims, evidence, essay 
structure, strength of argument. 
-Who’s the “winner?” 

9/11 

Meet the 

Teacher 

Night 

Th  -Impromptu feedback 
-Debrief novel 

-If time: Film comparison work 

 

 

Dates to Remember 

Impromptu Essay - Wednesday, September 3rd  

http://www.berkleyschools.org/NorthstarMedia/download/112716?token=OCaRojCyVwc%3d
http://www.berkleyschools.org/NorthstarMedia/download/112716?token=OCaRojCyVwc%3d
http://www.berkleyschools.org/NorthstarMedia/download/112717?token=OCaRojCyVwc%3d

